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Abstract
Obsolete technology of the functioning of the Government system /the Congress and the President Power/ created
and continue increase the enormous damages, transited technological quality of the functioning of the humantechnological super-system, monetary manipulation and other systems from the development to the degradation
already several decades. For the provision of the optimal development of the country necessary create the
technological center of the scientists what will compensate the defect of the creative knowledge in these organs of
the management and help to change the service technologies of their functioning to the creative technologies.
Keywords: technological quality, systems, creative and service technologies, development of country, laws, the
Government system, indicators, new scale, technological center of the scientists.

Introduction
The Great H. Ford opened the way for the transit of the USA from technical progress to the technological
progress when created first conveyer in 1922. Now technology of the technological progress is the main way of
the development of the country. It is finishing already to use resource of the arising line of the normal law of the
distribution of the possibilities of this technology and is trying to go to the intellectual progress. The development
of country is going by way of the creation of new knowledge in the creative sciences and by the materialization it
in the different technologies of the industrial products. The technological progress to turn our century in the
technological century. However, common theoretical technological problems are studying insufficiently and
nobody knows and studies technological problems of the human-technological systems to current time that slow
dawn the development country as human-technological system.
Every science accumulates own knowledge and materialize their by the using some technologies. However, every
science has own way and rates of the development and approach to so condition when knowledge only of this
science will be insufficiently for the next progress. Next progress needs in the connection of knowledge other
sciences in one system of knowledge, in the union all knowledge and technologies of these sciences in one
technological system of knowledge.

Theoretical Technology
That is why the development country needed in the appearance new science as “Theoretical Technology” what
unites all knowledge of the different sciences in one technological system of knowledge and allows to create the
order in the science development by the way of the classification all knowledge and sciences. At the technology
of the technical progress every science had own way of development and new knowledge took free places in the
common system of knowledge. In the result of the using of so technology of the accumulation of knowledge some
service sciences occupied the places of the creative sciences in the technology of the functioning of the humantechnological system and already created and continue create the enormous damages for the country. They have
no enough of the creative knowledge and can’t create effective creative technologies of the functioning of the
human-technological system.
The classification of sciences according to their targets divides all sciences into creative and service groups/in the
details you can know about it in the books 2 and 3/. The appearance and materialization of knowledge of new
science will give considerable effect for the development country and allows transit country at the higher level of
the development and create the best life for businesses and population.
Every country is some community of the persons and answers by all needs of human-technological systems and
functioning according to the technological laws/1/. /The theory of human-technological /ergatic/ systems was
created before it/. So systems different from any technical systems and have some characteristics.
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One of so peculiarities is dynamic of the functioning. The dynamic of the functioning provides constantly the
improvements in systems what were included in the composition of super-system and functioning as different
elements of it. So dynamic of the functioning of system provides the changes of the persons in the systems,
because every person tomorrow will some other than today according to his health and intellect. The increment of
the creative intellect and it materialization in the different technologies are the sours of the development of any
human-technological system. Any system in the process of own functioning has technology of functioning and
technology of the changes.

The Quality of Technology
The main indicator of any technology is quality of this technology what determines the meanings all indexes of
the functioning super-system: medical, cultural, juridical, economic, social, political and other. What is means the
technological quality? Every technology has own quality which depends on volume and depth of the creative
intellect what was materialized in this technology. Unfortunately, the scientists of the country know insufficiently
about it. Only so can explain that service systems of the state power using service technologies to try to manage
by the creative systems / by the country/ what have higher creative intellectual potential. If leaders of any business
will have service intellect and can’t use creative technology for the management by so business it will bankrupt
very soon. Unfortunately, the scientists can’t and want to study measuring of this quality, because for it necessary
use knowledge of “Theoretical Technology” about what they know insufficiently. The transit the Government
system to the creative technology of the management don’t always will satisfy persons of the Power with service
intellectual potential. About eight years the author began to write to the leaders of the country about necessary the
changes in the country and more than five years ago was publication the first book “Technological Laws and
Intellectual Conquest of the USA” according to the knowledge of new science, because the leaders were limited
only formal replays but nobody has sufficient interest to the new sciences and some problems of the country,
although the priority of the creation so science belongs to the US.
The quality technology of any production process determines and can be indirectly measured by using of the
comparison with the quality creating products, their quantity, net-cost, wages, size of profit, and other indicators.
However it tell us insufficiently about reserves of any technology and the way, the borders of the possible
improvement. The best way of the estimation of technological quality and quality of the production is the market,
in this case. So technology of the valuation of the technological quality of the production and creating products
has a conditional meaning, because the price some products form by the requirements of the persons in more
degree in this subject and in the lesser degree-by the quality of this products. So technology is the sours of
additional profit of the businesses, the countries having natural, fuel and energy resources, inflationary and many
other negative processes. Nobody knows even conception quality of the technology or products in the numerical
expression. According to nobody knows the numerical dependence of the price products from their quality. The
country already has sufficiently of the constructive knowledge that make this technology more effective than
using technology. Any system “production-market” costs from two systems: production and market. The first of
them needs in the enormous creative intellectual potential, other needs in the service intellect. Naturally, if the
using technology allows service intellect of the market manage by the development of the creative intellect of the
industry and its materialization in the products it will detrimental for the development of the production and
country. Besides it will has considerable reserves and needs in the improvement. Only so can explain that inside
market of the USA overfilled by the products of low quality, which were created by the businesses and population
of other countries. The US has enormous damages from the using so technology, because the persons of country
have higher level of the IQ and can create analogical products better quality. Besides they will have good job and
wages. Unfortunately, using technology is helping to the development others countries and slow down the
development of our country.
The technology of the development when the market determines and manages by the development of the quality
of using technologies already obsoleted and now possible and necessary that create new more effective
technology for the management by the market. For it necessary know about every new technology all it
possibilities before the start of the using. So knowledge will allow to create new technologies of the competitive
fight and manage by the market more reliable and effective because competitive fight of the creative businesses
already over grown in the competitive fight of the human-technological systems and have the need in the creative
technology of the management.
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The practice of the using of competitive fight of the separate businesses again the system of the businesses
showed that every businesses in other country must has work only under control of the own state system to be
more effective, although any the Government system invited foreign businesses wouldn’t like to have with own
the Government system of these businesses. Old technology when the market managed the development of the
countries are going out and will be finished when the scientists can create the scale for the measure of the creative
intellectual potential, what determines of the technological quality and expose the dependence of the price from
the quality of the products. The scientist of the country have all possibilities to decision main problem of the
century-create so scale in the first line.

The Technological Quality of the Human-Technological System
The quality of the technology of functioning country, as human-technological system, has more strong influence
and determines/1/:
-the quality technology of the legislative organ and of the legislative space in the system;
-the quality of the technology of the administrative organs of the management;
-the quality of the technology functioning of the democracy system in the super-system;
-the quality of the technology of the technological system of the monetary manipulation and quality of all others
services and creative systems.
Naturally, every technology functioning according to some technological laws/1/ and every country has own laws
for the live of persons of society. All laws of any country can divide into creative and service laws. What is
conception “law”? In the human live there are many different laws: natural phenomena, different physical,
chemical and others subject laws, own laws of the human society. What are common in these laws? Any law is
single according to it exist, although it can be used in the different systems. But they have some common. All of
them express some interaction. But any interaction has some technology and any technology has own quality.
That is why the persons use always some technological knowledge in so systems although they sometimes don’t
understand it and don’t always think about it as, for example, they can’t choose optimal technology of the
movement of the own hand, but constantly use their hands.
By the way when scientists of the US will can create scale for the measure of the creative intellect we can
measure every law in the number expression. The technological quality of the functioning country can be
measured too. It is single case to the creation optimal technology accordingly to the legislative space and of the
technological quality of the country. The technological quality of the country is constantly changes and it is single
way when the legislative organ will perform own functions according to the Constitution of the country. All laws
will classify according to their content. The legislative organ will constantly know the level of the quality of new
law in the number expression for the congruence with the optimal exist of the technological quality and help to
the best way to maximal its improvement. But it technology will possible only after the creation scale for the
measure creative intellectual potential.

The Technological Quality of the Congress
The development of the country by the technology of the technological progress changed the requirements to the
Government system. The using technology of the functioning of the legislative organ can’t already provide the
necessary quality of the legislative space. The legislative organ doesn’t know the condition of the legislative space
and the level of its correspondence by the technological quality of the country to provide of it the best
development by the creation necessary laws and sufficient often creates laws after arising negative events in the
super-system. Nobody knows the quality of this laws and the level of the optimal correspondence of the needs by
the technological quality country, because persons of the service intellect /lawyers/ create their only at the base of
the own opinions.
Naturally, the using technology of the creation and manages by the technological quality of the legislative space
began to delay the development of the country and is converted into service system of the technological quality
/development or degradation/ country. The condition country determines the needs of the technological quality
and legislative space has to have more effective technology of the legislative improvements into this quality.
Naturally, the legislative organ must has necessary quality of the technology of the functioning to better know the
condition of the technological quality of country and legislative space and create of the optimal legislative base of
the development of the country.
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But the using technology doesn’t allow make it and was converted in the service system for the technological
quality of country. The defect of the technological knowledge transited the main function of the Congress as
leader of the development of country in the service functions when allowed create the laws after arising negative
events.
So technology sets the conditions when the Power of the President has to create new some legislative actions on
the own level of the domination. In some countries the President Power manages by the “economic development”
of the country and defect of the creative intellect in so technology turns it into service technology of the
functioning. Therefore the defect of the technological quality of the functioning the legislative organ can’t be
recompense by the quality of the technology of the President system. The defect of the creative intellect in these
technologies and the using obsolete service technologies already created and continue create the enormous
damages for the country/1, 2, 3/.

The Laws
Especial place in the scale of the laws occupy the juridical laws. These laws create the system of the management
of any country and, naturally, they answer by the needs of the Government system. Every country has own
legislative space what determines order in it, stability of the government system, rational using of the population’s
possibilities, level of the technological quality of the functioning country. The main function of this system is the
creation of the laws for the best development of the country by way improvement it technological quality.
Common for all juridical laws of any country are their composition: any law consists from two parts: the content
and the words in which was wrap up it.
Any government system even consisting from the persons of the service intellect and using service quality of the
technology has interest to the development country even in the personal effect. Second task it has to provide the
development of the society and it better vital level. It is problem is more difficult and every government system
has own conception for the solution of this problem. Naturally, service sciences, for example, economic created
different theories at the level of own knowledge for the decision of this problem, although it is problem
connecting with technological quality of the system and only knowledge of the “Theoretical Technology” what
united all knowledge in one system of the technological knowledge, can determine it solution. This problem is
only technological and has nothing relation to the service sciences such as economic, and some others what have
no sufficiently creative intellectual potential for the decision of this problem and functioning according to
obsolete technologies. For example, the insufficiently technological educated representatives of the economic
sciences created even the theory of Marxism what from the position modern knowledge of the “Theoretical
Technology” doesn’t hold even elementary criticism. Unfortunately, the level of the technological knowledge in
the world is so low that in some countries the Government system has service technologies in which the
economists manage by the “economic development” of these countries and they have even special department of
the “economic development” in the structure of the Government system.
If understand that main target of every law is help and provide the improvement of the technological quality of the
functioning country than diagnosis of this quality has to give necessary composition of the legislative space and
content of every necessary law . It means that the need in the knowledge of the content of any law may be
determined only at the base of the diagnosis’s results of the technological quality of functioning system.
However, if in the country nobody knows what is means the technological quality and exist the needs in the
constant actions, than lawyers create next laws at the base only of own subjective opinions. Who are lawyers?
Usually they are persons who studied the laws of the legislative space of this country but know nothing about the
level of the correspondence it to the technological quality of functioning human-technological system and have
insufficiently technological knowledge to create optimal technology for the creation of the next laws. That is why
personal opinion is the main motive in the creation every next law and defect of the technological knowledge
don’t always allow them create the law of the necessary quality. So technology of the functioning of the
legislative organ allows to appearance of persons in it who will have the best interest in the creation some laws
what will be effective only for some businesses or persons but they will insufficiently effective or the detrimental
for the improvement of technological quality, for the development country. The probability of so situation can be
higher if understand that persons of the service intellect have worse moral-ethic indexes then analogical persons
of the creative intellect, according to the technological knowledge.
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The Need in the New Intellectual Scale
It is obsolete technology, because the legislative organ of country has to have technology what provides the
highest reliability of the creation more effective laws for the development country in good time and so index is
one of the indicators of the quality of the functioning of this organ.
Unfortunately, juridical sciences are service sciences and lawyers have more service intellect than creative,
although some of them can have sufficiently high JQ. For example, B. Clinton has the best JQ among the
Presidents of the country after the Second World War which equal 182.
The scientists-psychologists created the first scale for the measure of the human’s intellect what was enormous
achievement in the studying human-technological systems. However they have service intellect and could create
only scale for the estimate of the erudition of the persons. So scale and technology of it using can’t be use for the
estimate of the depth thinking of the different persons and human-technological systems needs in the creation of
new scale very much, because it will allows to the persons decide many different problems of the own
development.
The country in which persons of the service intellect long time is living better than persons of the creative intellect
will has so nonsense. In so super-system persons with excellent abilities will became lawyers, economists and
other specialists of the service professions, although the using of the abilities of these persons and their intellect in
the creative direction will be more effective for the development country than in the service technologies. So
persons can’t develop their creative abilities sufficiently well and can’t have full inside satisfaction to the finish of
their life, because they will understand that couldn’t use own abilities such good as they could. The country can’t
has the best rates of the development if it will uses so human intellectual potential in the technology of the
functioning system. Later, the degradation of the technological quality may be one of the reasons of the irrational
using of the abilities of population in the system and intellectual conquest of so system by the peaceful way will
arise very soon/1/.
If the development of the human’s abilities with creative intellect allow so persons form a good analytical
thinking already to the finish of the creative education in the good university and after it some of them can make
deeper their thinking in the best analytical level or even in the system thinking. All scientists have the reasoneffect thinking but the level and deeps of it depends on the creative intellect of studying problems. The persons of
the service intellect have line thinking and the persons with the best abilities of them can create little analytical
thinking. Unfortunately, next work in the service systems can help them only to little improve the level of the
analytical thinking. So persons already never can change their thinking to the level of the persons of the creative
intellect, although they will use constantly creative thinking in their job. If the persons of the management
systems have to manage by the technological quality of the functioning systems to be effective than they have to
take part in the creative technology of the management and accordingly to have as minimum creative intellect of
good analytical level. Any Government system in this case will more effective if it will use at the leader places the
persons with creative intellect of the system thinking, because creative intellect of these persons have to be higher
than critical intellect of the problems what they will decide at these places. For example, the great H. Ford created
for the development country considerable more effect than some the Presidents when opened for the country wide
road to the technology of the technological progress.
Therefore, the leaders of the countries with service intellect can create only service technology of the management
and they can manage only by the “economic development” of the countries and allow to service systems in the
technological quality of these countries, so as political, juridical, economic, war and other, have better
development than creative systems, providing the development of the country. Naturally, so human-technological
systems will have degradation of the technological quality instead of the development countries very soon. So
functioning systems are more understandable for their intellect than system development of the country where
service systems occupy own place and service the interests of the development of countries. In this case the
persons of the Government system will not need in the mutual support of the leaders of the service systems and
can’t depend on their personality if they have no personal interests in these systems.
Naturally, persons of the service intellect who have no enough technological knowledge and can’t create
sufficiently effective technology of the functioning even of own legislative organ can manage only by the
insufficiently effective technology of the legislative space in the human-technological systems.
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In this case so technology has high probability that the legislative organ will create next law after arising negative
events in the one of the service systems. So technology of the improvement of the legislative space in the system
was provided by the technical quality of the functioning of the legislative organ of the country. Unfortunately, so
technology never can provide optimal legislative space in the systems. In the book/2/ specialist of the Theoretical
Technology showed the best way to the solution of this problem but these knowledge, unfortunately, changed a
very little, almost nothing in this direction. It is possible that so condition technology of the functioning of the
legislative organ satisfy some persons of the service intellect and they wouldn’t like to change something.

Some Indexes of the Technological Quality of the Congress
One of the indicators of the quality of the functioning of the legislative organ and the quality of the legislative
space in the systems are quantity of the lawyers businesses and their profit. In the high developed country the
optimal legislative space will has only minimum of so businesses, because they creates nothing for the
development country and have profit from the defect of the knowledge of the population using insufficiently good
legislative space.
The legislative space has to have constantly changes to answer and enough well satisfy by the needs of the always
variable by the technological quality of all system. If the technological quality of the country has refusal in the
development or own degradation of the quality using technology of the functioning then the legislative organ will
delay the legislative space at the constant level and it will help to beginning of the breaking in the correspondence
between technological quality of the country and quality of the legislative space. In this case the good conditions
arise for the lawyers businesses to create the profit and good wages at the needs of the population of country. So
wages, analogical service intellect of the persons of the bank system, may be higher than persons of the creative
intellect using in the creative businesses. These businesses creates nothing for the development of the country and
exist only as main indicator of the quality functioning of the legislative body of power. Than worse quality of the
technology of the functioning of this organ and more breaking between the technological quality of the supersystem and by the legislative space than better for the lawyers businesses what are increasing in the quantity and
have more profit. Analogical situation can arise when the technological quality of the country became better very
quickly and legislative body does not hurry to change legislative space in the system. But the legislative organ
uses technology of the functioning what doesn’t allow even know the condition of the technological quality of the
functioning country and naturally so technology can’t provide the correspondence of the technological quality of
the functioning of this organ to technological quality of the country, although this organ must provide according
to the Constitution of the country, improvement of the interests of this quality. The success of lawyers businesses
is indicator of the moral-ethic decline of the society.
Naturally, so using of the abilities of the population is the main breaking for the development of the country,
because creates the conditions that more ability part of population would like to use own abilities in the service
technology. In this case they receive lightly necessary education and have more easy task, although have better
wages.
That is why persons of the legislative organ have responsibility at the condition and quantity of the legislative
violations. The legislative system is especial system according to the Constitution of country and needs in the
higher technological quality of the functioning in the human-technological system. The super-system will have
smaller legislative problems and the best success in the development if it will provide rational technology of the
functioning of the legislative organ and more part of money of lawyers businesses gave in the educational system
of the population of country, because more part of population can have necessary intellect for the decision of own
problems after studying the main lawyers questions.
So indicator is one of the indicators of the quality of the functioning of the Government system and all country. In
so technology of the functioning of legislative organ will possible, that some members of this organ will have
personal interests in such businesses or other businesses of human-technological system. This situation can be one
of the sources of the creation of the insufficiently effective for the development country the laws. The using
technology of the functioning of the legislative organ was created at the level of the development country
according to the technology of technical progress and became obsolete now, when creative businesses are
finishing the using of the technological resource of the technological progress and are trying go to technology of
the intellectual progress/2/.
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In this conditions especially the development of the country needs in the change technology of the creation of the
Congress and legislative space in the system to provide the maximal using of the own possibilities. Every person
of this organ must have creative intellectual potential higher than critical/3,4/.If understand that technological
quality of the functioning country, monetary manipulation and some other systems already are degrading several
decades and some states will begin to say about independence very soon, than the actuality of this problem
became increasing together with insufficiently effective quality of the functioning of the Government system.
Unfortunately, the using indicators estimation of the results of the functioning every the Government system were
created by the economists when they hang up at the society conscience empty, according to content, but good
sounding detrimental for the development country conceptions as: “economic development”, “economic of the
country”, “economic potential of the country” and others that allowed them estimate the effect of the quality
functioning every the Government system according to own knowledge. Only so can explain that every the
Government system, according to their results of the valuation, had some effect in the improvement of the
technological quality, even when the human-technological system used as the President the person with JQ equal
92 or 93, that is worse than middle IQ of the nation, although the technological quality of the functioning country
and monetary manipulation is degrading instead development, the prices is growing, increasing intellectual
conquest of the country and other negative processes are increasing/2,3/. The US had no detrimental of the
Presidents according of this valuation in spite of the fact of the development of the negative processes and
changes for worse of the technological quality of the super-system. Naturally they couldn’t say to the population
of the country that they have only service knowledge which insufficiently for the management so enormous and
complicate super-system, as is the USA.
So condition country needs in some details. The technological quality of the functioning country determines all
meanings of the different groups of indicators: medicine, juridical, social, economic, information, cultural,
political and other service systems. Every group has several indexes. All these systems are service systems and
every of them has own technology of functioning and naturally every of them has own quality. This quality has
some dynamics and depends on technological quality of all super-system, although every so system must service
this quality of the human-technological system and help to it the improvement.

Technological quality of the President Power
When the country had technology of the technical progress the representatives of the economic sciences created
different theories and economists aim to occupy their leader places in the society. Only so can explain the
appearance next conceptions as “economic development”, “economy of country” and others what now don’t hold
even elementary criticism from the position of the knowledge of the technological sciences but are offensive for
the intellect of the economists, on author’s opinion.
The economic system is service in the technological quality of country because it can only service interactions
inside and outside super-system and can’t create something materialized. Analogical with “economic
development” persons have to say “medicine development”, “cultural development”, “political development” and
others but they don’t make. For example, if the leader country will say, that he manages by the “medicine
development” of the nation than the population will smile, although he was the first President who understand and
made first steps in this direction that the health of the population is state problem and the Government system
must provide it solution. There are only development of the country or the degradation of it technological quality
and all service systems are only elements in this development, although they have different meaning for the more
effective functioning of the super-system.
Unfortunately, almost every the President of the country had opinion that he manages by the “economic
development” and, as result of this mistake, the development country was transited to the degradation of the
technological quality, inflation and others negative processes already several decades. Even economists can’t
explain why they try to manage only one side of the development country, one group of the indexes of this
development what depends on the technological quality of the super-system, although even for so management
necessary have depth technological knowledge to improve the quality of this technology and they ignore own the
obligation before the Constitution of the country. From the position of the technological knowledge so conception
as “economic development” is some collection of the words what have no meaning/3/. Such conception hasn’t
convent and can’t exist. The economic knowledge have no connect with human and can’t create something.
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That is why they can be used only in the service systems and can’t be used as leaders in the creative technological
system of the management by the country. All their theories can be used only for the service systems, because
economic sciences have no sufficiently creative knowledge for the creation some theories of the development of
the human-technological systems. Experience so using in our country already showed that their intellect was
insufficiently even to the creation optimal technology of the monetary manipulation in what the degradation
quality of this system is increasing/4/.
Even after as they transited technological quality of the super-system and monetary manipulation into technology
of the degradation they continue to manage by “economic development” that means nothing, although so
management is the source of the social stratification and impoverishment of the society, the creation of the
inflationary processes, reduce of the trust of the system’s population to the Government system, increase social
tension in the society definitely and some other negative processes.
For the interests of the development the society needs in the change of the payment’s system and to the transit to
the payment of the materializing intellect instead one-size and abstract conception “labor”/3/, because any job is
process of the materialization of creative intellect. However for it necessary creation scale for the measure so
intellect and the solution of this problem, as the main science problem of this century, can be achieved only with
using knowledge of the “Theoretical Technology”.
The country received new science as a gift, but scientists and Government system don’t hurry to use the
knowledge of this science, unfortunately, although the priority of the creation of so science belong to the US.
Such situation can explain by two reasons:
-the Congress uses obsolete technology of the functioning and it has no sufficient constructive intellect to create
technology of the best quality, although using technology reduce its ability to correspond of the needs of the
Constitution of the country and constantly increasing its functioning as service system;
-the Government system of the President’s structure of the management was created at the level technology of
technical progress, too and it can’t answer already by the new needs of the technology of the technological
progress of the country. For example, the persons of this system had to understand that creative intellectual
potential of the country is the main its health what provides the development of the country and stability of own
monetary manipulation.
The using of the monetary signs in the country needs in the creative technology of the management by the
creative businesses and especially by the bank system, what allowed already for yourself functioning again
interests of the population and forgot about the main service functions. For the improvement of some finance
interests of the creative businesses the Government system allowed them transit in one country the creative
potential modern technologies and export technological equipment what was created by the constructive intellect
of the population of the US. So mistake of the Government system is hardly understand. The materialized creative
intellect in the technology and equipment is the main health of the nation and businesses can use it only in the
interests of the own country and in it boards. As result of this mistake the developing country was returned in the
competitive for the US country, although own country became have enormous defects: quality of the technology
was transit from the development to the degradation and it retarded development of the country and allowed
others countries overtake and leave behind to the level of the development; the processes of the intellectual
conquest of the country arise in the technological quality of country; retarded educational reforms in the country,
although strong need in so reforms arise more than thirty years ago; created some negative processes connected
with worsening economic situation and life of the population and other.
Naturally, if two main system of the management: legislative and administration organs have service technologies
then the super-system will has degrading technological quality definitely.
That is why when new person became by the next of the President he received system with obsolete technology of
the management which already created degrading technology of the functioning super-system and monetary
manipulation and other some service systems, obsolete technology of the technological system of the taxes and
some negative processes functioning in the technological quality of the country with high level of the
unemployment. The unemployment is especially indicator in the human-technological system and the availability
which tell to the population of the system that it has insufficiently competence management’s system.
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If understand that the President has service intellectual potential /lawyer, with JQ equal 139/, although nobody in
the system knows the critical creative intellect for the leader so complex human-technological system, but it about
in 1.5 time better for the system than it had before it, than it gives for the population some hope for the
improvement of it life. Unfortunately, nobody in the system knows about it technological quality and optimal
intellect of the leader for the better development and democratic system of the election aren’t use enough
effectively, although it is one of the main functions of the Congress.
Naturally, person of so intellect trying make something to improve the condition system in the level of the own
knowledge. He finished to use conception “economic development” in the own speeches, but can’t turn service
technology of the management’s system into creative technology and begin to manage by the technological
quality of the country. He is the first President who began to make although shy steps but they are steps for the
fight with intellectual congest country, began of the call back native creative businesses from other countries. He
is the first President who begins to understand that legislative organ can’t enough effective execute of the own
functions and use some actions to help country at the level of the own knowledge. Some of these actions helped to
reduce the unemployment in the country and tries open the door for the low-income groups of the population in
the education. Unfortunately, he couldn’t still to stop degradation of the technological quality of the country and
monetary manipulation and make many others of the important actions today. He decided one of the main
problem of the national energetic security and helped to create new direction in the creative businesses, opened
the door for the more effective development country already today. By the level of the development country he
substantiates the actuality of the solution of transport problem in the country and the necessity of the urgent
modernization railway transport to create optimal transport net in the country allowing reduce cost industrial
products and products of the feeding and increase the employment of the population. The Country needs in the
creation high-speed railway transport very long time. North and north-eastern part of the country, where are living
considerable part of the population country, already can allow for yourself have cheaper and daily vegetables and
fruits.
However, so modernize will effective if all the Government system / the administration of the President and the
Congress/ will have creative technology of the functioning, because it is state problem and creative businesses can
be only participators in the decision of these problem and especially the problems of the education. By the way
the President leaded population to the understanding about necessity quickly reforms in the country and in the
first line in the Government system. It is very important contribution of the President in the development of the
country

The Technological Center of the Scientists
The time is running very quickly and necessary better use all possibilities human-technological system. The
country has enormous damages from don’t using possibilities and considerable more reserves for the
development. Especial in the transitional period for the creation constructor technologies of the functioning of the
legislative organ and administration instead of the obsolete service technologies necessary have of the special
technological center of the scientists. The country, as human-technological system has sufficient high the reliable
and if the degradation of the technological quality in the USSR destroyed this country after bit more twenty years
of the functioning, then as the degradation of the technological quality in the US is going several decades. All
population understanding that tomorrow it will live worse than today but the Government system of the country
continues manage by “economic development” and uses service technologies of the management.
In the conditions when technological quality of the super-system and monetary manipulation is degrading last the
President has and next will has enough difficult possibilities for the effective management:
-the Congress has no sufficiently technological knowledge to make technological diagnosis of the technological
quality of the country and monetary manipulation, technological quality of the technological system of the taxes
to create optimal budget and optimal complex of the actions for all the Government system;
-the Government system has structure what was optimal for the conditions of the technology of technical progress
and now this structure already can’t answer needs of the effective functioning and only diagnosis using structure
and using technological quality can help to create more rational structure;
-the persons of the Congress have service knowledge/lawyers/ in the most cases and more occupying political
confrontation than by the problems of the development country, because they don’t know about necessary actions;
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-nobody knows the level of the correspondence of the democracy in the country to the level of the technological
quality of the functioning country. Such situation created one-side functioning democracy system from lower part
of the society to upward.
The creation of the technological center of the scientists will allow:
-make diagnosis of the technological quality of the country, legislative space, monetary manipulation;
-make diagnosis of the technological quality technological system of the taxes to create optimal for the
development of the country technological quality, optimal budget and except any possibility of the influence of
the subjective opinions in this technology;
-create optimal complex of the actions for the stop process of the transit the Congress from creative technology
of functioning to service technology and stop the degradation of the technological quality of country and
monetary manipulation;
-give the substantiation rational for the using technological quality of country the structure of the management,
technology of it functioning and create optimal complex of actions for the Government system;
-determine the meanings of the critical creative intellectual potential of the elected persons for every place in
the Government system to provide more effective using of the democratic principles and increase the reliability
of the creation of effective Government system;
-organize the group of the scientist for the creation scale of the creative intellect’s measure and began to prepare
of system to the transit at the payment according to the materialized creative intellect instead obsolete abstract
conception “labor”. The solution of these main problems of the century in our country for first time allow transit
at the creative technology of the management to have enormous advantages for the development of the country
and the best development of the businesses and life of the population.
It is possible the persons of the service systems, who have enormous influence and State Power in the supersystem, will ignore the knowledge of new science and the super-system continues to have degradation of the
technological quality of the country, monetary manipulation, education and other systems, the functioning which
is helping to the intellectual conquest of the US and transformation of it in the intellectual colony in which the
population and army will service the interest of other country or countries. Unfortunately, there is time still to stop
all negative processes in the technological quality of the super-system and create optimal technology of the
development country, allowing have the best rates of the development and the best businesses and rich
population. So time has limit and after some condition the country will began to collapse /look the history/ and
already nobody can to stop of this process. Other country or countries will manage of the interests of own
population and create already own service systems.
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